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Publisher’s Note
Editor’s log
In Pictures
News in brief
Company news in brief

COMMENTS
08 A difficult game
Antonis D. Papagiannidis likens
the complex game being played
out by the Greek political system
over the board of the Greek
economy to that of playing chess
on a three-dimensional board
with ever-changing pieces
By Antonis D. Papagiannidis
42 Ante portas
Economist and author
Nick Papandreou says that
research undertaken by
an important German institute
proposes –at long last– a serious
haircut on the Greek debt
By Nick Papandreou

ECONOMY & BONDS
16 Mixed tidings
A boost to confidence in the wake
of a better than expected fiscal performance in recent months and an
anticipated return
to economic growth this year
is being tampered by uncertainty
over Greece’s privatisation
programme and the need
for further reforms
18 Greek bond rally continues
The countdown to Greece’s
partial access to the international
debt markets has started as bond
bf April-May 2014

yields fell to the lowest level since
the spring of 2010 and the yield
curve flattened beyond 10 years
By Dimitris Kontogiannis

INTERVIEWS
40 Acquiring Silicon Valley
businesses from Athens
Globo is a Greek technology
company that is a world leader in
the global enterprise mobility
market. We spoke to Kostis
Papadimitrakopoulos,
Globo founder and CEO, about
his plans to continue expansion
this year in a bid to take advantage
of a fast-growing market
By Maria Kagkelidou

FEATURES
AND ANALYSIS
BANKING
20 Hunt for fresh capital
Greek banks will intensify efforts
to boost their capital positions in
the next few months in the aftermath of the long-awaited stress
tests on their loan books
By Dimitris Kontogiannis

INVESTMENTS
22 Investors bet on Greek recovery
A growing number of foreign investors and hedge funds continue
to bet on the Greek recovery
story; the big question is “will they
stay for the long-term or are they
just looking to make a quick profit
and exit?”
By Dimitris Kontogiannis
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PRIVATISATIONS
24 Prime real estate plans
There are hopes that the former royal estate at
Tatoi could be transformed into a metropolitan
park for Athens, while a single bidder has
emerged for the privatisation of the site of the
old Athens international airport at Hellenikon
By Kerin Hope

SHIPPING
26 Full speed ahead
Despite the fact that traditional ship financing
is in retreat, a growing number of Greek
shipowners are finding alternative ways
to expand and modernise their fleets
By David Glass
30 Recognising a Greek shipping legend
Pericles S. Panagopoulos was honoured at
the 5th Capital Link Annual Shipping Forum
By David Glass

SPECIAL REPORT: GREEK EU PRESIDENCIES
32 Greece at the helm of the EU
Athens’ fifth Presidency of the Council
of Ministers of the European Union is in many
ways much different to all the previous four
and is unfolding under changing,
tense geopolitical developments.
Dionyssis Stamboglis reviews Greece’s four
previous stints at the helm
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TOURISM
38 Tourism to the rescue
Hopes of another record year for Greece’s
key tourism industry in 2014 could help
spur economic recovery and create
desperately needed new jobs.
Tourist receipts jumped to about
12 billion euros last year, a 15 per cent
increase over 2012, as almost 18 million
tourists visited Greece
By Dimitris Kontogiannis
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The April-May issue of Business File went to press on March 26, 2014.
Our next issue of Business File will be out at the end of May, 2014
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